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WATSON RACING LOW PROFILE CENTER CONSOLE, 2015+ Mustang
p/n WR-15-DRCONSOLE

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTION PRIOR TO BEGINNING INSTALLATION.
Watson Engineering and Watson Racing accept no liability for any harm, injuries, or damages
occurring from improperly installed products. The WR Intercooler Ice Tank is intended for off-
road (race) use only.

Kit Includes:

 Watson Racing Low Profile Center Console
 (4) Socket Head Bolts
 (4) Nut Plates
 (8) 1/8” Rivets

NOTE: The NEW Watson Racing Low Profile Center Console was created to eliminate the tall
factory center console and arm rest, allowing for smoother shifting of a drag-race oriented
automatic shifter. It was designed to work with the Watson Racing 2015+ Cobra Jet-specific
Center Stack and 2015+ Shifter plate, designed for the Hurst Quarter Stick automatic shifter.
Any combination outside of these parts may require modification to the console.

1) Installation assumes factory center console has been removed, and you are using the Watson
Racing shifter plate w/ Hurst Shifter and Watson Cobra Jet-specific Center Stack panel. With
Console removed, set Watson Low Profile Console in place to verify fitment and to begin
marking holes. You will need to trim some of the carpet away to access the sheet metal
transmission tunnel. Align the console with the dash at the front, and rest on the floor at the
rear.
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2) Mark the four holes with a white grease pencil. Remove carpet and cut circular holes in
carpet (approx. 1.5”), or enough clearance to allow nut plate installation.

3) With carpet removed at four bolt locations, re-install Low Profile Console to mark the four
holes again directly onto the sheet metal transmission tunnel. Use a marker or sharp scribe.
Alternatively, you can use the console as a guide to drill pilot holes. Remove console.

4) Drill all 4 holes with a 1/8” pilot drill bit. Enlarge to 1/2” with a step-drill bit or similar.
Repeat all four holes.

5) Place supplied nut plate over hole just drilled, with nut facing through the hole. Mark the two
1/8” holes for the rivets. Remove nut plates and drill 1/8” holes, repeat at all 4 locations.
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6) Apply silicone sealant to nut plates, and rivet in place at all four locations.

7) Install Console, secure to nut plates using provided socket head bolts. Apply a blue
threadlocker to secure. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN bolts!

8) Enjoy your new Watson Racing Low Profile Center Console!!!

Thank you for choosing Watson Racing products! If you have any technical questions or
comments, please call us at: 855-WATRACE (928-7223).


